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Mothers at the Army’s Service

Even today, fifteen years later, I have difficulty developing deep sympathy to mothers who encourage their
sons to serve in combat. Like I have difficulty developing sympathy to a mother encouraging here son to
drive a car at a hundred and fifty kilometres per hour.

Every time normalcy raises its head in this country, somebody takes care to put it back in its place with a
club, two metres below ground. That’s how it happened after the helicopters’ crash disaster. Just as, the
most naturally in the world, questions started floating around about Lebanon, the security zone,
bereavement, and military service; and there goes a huge public campaign from coast to coast and pole to
pole whose message is about removing all doubts about military service, condemnation of service dodgers,
and a hundred percent identification with the IDF, its soldiers, commanders, and missions. The very same
collectivity of ideas we used to have in the Kibbutz in those years we try to forget.

With a little effort we can understand the loud participation of men in this public campaign. The military,
like any domain with control and competition, is inseparate from the Israeli virile experience. But it’s
impossible to understand the participation of women in the same campaign, moreso the support of
mothers.

How can we explain the fact that motherly sentiments function at high revs only as far as the entrance of the
army base? And how can we explain that over dozens of years the Israeli mothers cry after the fact, and don’t
move a finger before it?

Hungry for war

By middle June 1982, about two weeks after the Lebanon war began, it was decided that the soldiers of the
command course where I was teaching would be sent to combat. One can assume the army could have
done well without us, for there was no emergency, and the preparations for our joining the war proceeded
slowly. In the conversation between us it was assumed that it was an act of military solidarity, that is we
weren’t really needed, but the army didn’t want to offend our sense of military brotherhood and leave us
outside the “party”. If the army is the melting pot of Israeli society then war, even a small war, is the ultimate
glue, the refined “super glue” of Israeliness.

Most soldiers were excited like before a school annual excursion. At last, the politicians have arranged for
them an adventure. One could smell the testosterone from a mile away. In a second there were no more
problems of discipline, and at the same second were solved all medical problems. Slogans about “peace”
and the “geneation which won’t know war” were pushed deeply inside the kitbag beside the A uniforms,
and left at the base. The soldiers around me were hungry for war, and so impatient I thought I could hear
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their predator’s teeth growing in their mouths.

As a uniformed commander I had to encourage morale and to fulfill the orders of of the statesmen. As a
human I was in a different mood, a contrary one. It was a big dilemma, too big perhaps. I felt like collapsing.

I phoned home. I didn’t tell my mother about going to Lebanon, but mother understood and said “be
strong and take care”, quite standard words in this case. I wanted to shout at her “hello mom! wake up! this
isn’t a movie, it’s real life, it’s my life. How come that you who always worry I won’t be cold, who runs after
me with a sandwich, who took me to the doctor’s for any little thing, send me so easily to war?”

Hiding behind clichés

Even today, fifteen years later, I have difficulty developing deep sympathy to mothers who encourage their
sons to serve in combat. Like I have difficulty developing sympathy to a mother encouraging here son to
drive a car at a hundred and fifty kilometres per hour. Like I wouldn’t praise a mother teaching her son to
play Russian roulette. Can one understand a mother knowingly encouraging her son to risk his life?

Have you Israeli mothers lost your basic instinct, that is, to attack all which hurts your children? Why do you,
especially you, keep consecrating military service like some cult, and raise your children to sacrifice them,
generation after generation, at the altar of militarism?

And don’t tell me, dear mothers, that you are torn within, that you don’t sleep at night, for I’d ask you why
you don’t take the streets. Why aren’t you shouting, whay aren’t you demonstrating, why don’t you chain
yourselves to the gate of the prime minister’s office, why don’t you immolate yourselves in front of the
defence ministry? Why are you subdued and accepting instead of demanding: “Don’t take my son!”?

Why instead of expressing real sentiments do you hide behind the clichés of rubbish defence-speak such as
“somebody has to defend the borders, the existential denager from Arab states is not gone, we Kibbutzniks
always walked ahead and never escaped responsibility, we have to abide by the law”and so forth?

Like the Hamas

I’m not sure Israeli mothers will be acquitted at the trial of history. They did not ask us if we wanted to be
born in this world, and in all sincerity, did they really try everything to prevent our death?

Yet one must see the mitigating circumstances.

Since its inception, Israeli society never stopped teaching the eleventh commandment: “It’s good to die for
our country” or in its soft version “not that it’s good but we have no choice but to die for our country”; or in
layman’s terms, our country is more important than its sons’ lives. Slogans about life as a highervalue will
keep flying above us like migrating birds, for every Israeli child drinks with his mother’s milk the message
that there’s something more important that his life, like the state for instance.

That’s how we are, not so far from the mentality of Hamas’ suicides. We are also brainwashed with slogans,
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for us death for a cause is also superior to just any death, enveloped in ceremonies and sacredness. Whilewe
aren’t bought with paradise and some seventy women, a little social pressure and the never ending
humming of “no choice” is not such a high price to sacrifice our lives for the motherland.

parents, educators, and politicians have to work harder to convince us there’s “no choice”, to persuade us
that this generation also has to die for our country. They have to convince us they did everything in their
power, to reduce the likelihood of our death, they have to persuade us they did everything in their power to
bring peace.

But you, mothers, instead of increasing the price of life you give bargains to the establishement. instead of
asking questions and demanding answers, you walk like blind and encourage your sons to volunteer. Did
the state, which wants the most precious thing you have convince you that the price is worthy? Will the state
invest less effort to bring peace when the rivers of volunteers overflow? Will the proprietor improve the
service if the costumers keep coming anyway?

You mothers, you are there, have a voice! Let your normal sentiments be heard don’t give the club of
slogans, clichés, and myth put these sentiments in their place two metres below ground.
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